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1. Introduction : As regards the improvement of accuracy in the reconstructed image in 
diffraction Tomography, there are some techniques available such as iterative reconstruction 
approach, interpolation technique in the frequency domain, etc. Here, we focus our attention to 
the interpolation technique and examine how the accmacy of reconstructed image change with 
interpolation technique in diffraction tomography. The interpolation technique in the frequency 
domain include the nearest neighbor method, bi-linear method [I). and cubic convolution 
method [2],[3]. In the paper, we show the cubic convolution method is the most effective for 
improvement of accuracy from the evaluation of relative mean squared error. 

2. Formulation : Under the Born approximation, the scattered electric field in the free 
space can be expressed in an integral fonn as 

'!'s(x): J<3 f G(x - y) f(y)'!'~y)dy 
Y E object (I) 

where, 'l's(') : scattered field, 'l'iy) : incident field, f (y) : object funclion, G(. - y) : Green's 
function , ko . the free space wave number. From the equation (1 ), we obtain the following 
relation between the scattered field and the object function in the Fourier transfonned domain. 

F( u):-~Je,p02rrry)g(O) u =(y_"j: +ok (2) 

where, F(u ) : Fourier transfonn of the object function, g{a ) : Fourier transfonn of the scattered 

field, Y = Y 0.
2 

- 0 2, a = 1 I A., A. : wave length, k, k: unit vectors parallel , orthogonal to wave 
propagation, a : wavenumber in the k direction, r : distance from the origin to the data line in 
the space domain (see Fig.I). Therefore, the the object function f(y) is computed via two
dimensional inverse Fourier transfonn. In the numerical calculation, we use FIT algorithm for 
the Fourier transfonn which utilizes the rectangular coordinate system demanding that the 
location of sampling points be on rectangular grids, i.e., the sampling data must locale on 
intersections of recWlgular grids. Since the data is located along a semi-circular arc as shown in 
Fig.2, some interpolation techniques which represents the value on the rectangular grids must 
be inttoduced. 

3 . Interpolation : Here, we introduce three in terpolation techniques, i.e, nearest neighbor 
interpolation, bi-linear interpolation, cubic convolution interpolation. 
3·1. Nearest neighbor interpolation method : This method choose the value on the 
nearest semi-circular arc as the value on the rectangu lar grids . The position error becomes a 
maximum of 1/2 pixel length. This method has an advantage that the algorithm is simple and 
saves computation time. 
3-2. Bi-linear interpolation method : The semi-circular arc coordinate system is settled 

by 0 and incidence angle $ (Fig.2). This method calculates the value on the rectangular grids 
by Ibe following equation (3). 
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No N, 

F (U .. U, ) = F (o.~) = L L F (o;.~j) hi (0-0;) h, (Hj) 
~I ~I 

where. the weighting function is expressed as follows. 

hdo) = 
(

1, (101/60) 10 1<60 
o otherwise 

h,(~)=( 1 ·(I~01/6~) 1~1<6~ 
otherwise 

( 

Na: sample number of (} 

No : sample number of c> 
(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

6 0 , .6$ is the sample interval of 0, ¢l respectively. This method has the effect of smoothing. 
3-3. Cubic convolution interpola tion method : This is the method which uses the 
fo llowing equation in the weighting func tion of the equations (4) and (5). 

{

I, 2(1 oil M 1 +(1 ( 1/60)' 10 1 < 60 

hI( a)= 4·8(1 aI/6a)+ 5 (I aol / 6a f '(1 a l l M r 6a s ia l S Ua (6) 

UaS la l 

I ~ I S 6~ 

6~ S I ~ I < U~ 
u~s l ~ 1 

(7) 

The above equation corresponds to the piecewise three-dimensional polynomial approximation 
of sine function. The method has the effects of both smoothing and sharpness in imaging. 

4. Numerical simulation : Consider the case that TM wave is incident on an infinitely 
long lossless circular cylinder placed in the free space. The relative permittivity is 1.02 and the 

radius is lOA.. The data line r is located al lOOA. behind rhe cylinder. Three·dimensional 
displays of the reconstructed pennittivities using three interpolation techniques are shown in 
Fig.3. Fig.4 also shows the vertical cut·views of Fig.3. Both figures represent the 
characteristics of each interpolation techniques well. For comparison of these image, we 
examined the relative mean squared error (MSE) using the results similar lO those in Fig.3. The 
MSE as a function of relative pennittivity is shown in Fig.5(a), while the MSE as a function of 
radius of the cylinder is shown in Fig.5(b) . As seen in Fig.5 , the difference of MSE in the 
nearest neighbor and the bi·linear techniques increases with increasing relative permittivity. 
Although the difference in MSE between the bi·linear and the cubic convolution interpolation is 
small , the cubic convolution technique produce the smallest MSE. On the other hand, the cubic 
convolution technique sharpens the boundary (see Fig.4). From these considerations, the cubic 
convolution method seems the most effective for improvement of accuracy in the reconsuuction 
of image in diffraction tomography. 

5. Conclusion : In this paper, three interpolation techniques for image reconstruction are 
compared. Among them, the cubic convolution interpolation technique seems the most effective 
method from the point of relative mean squared error. It will be necessary to introduce cubic 
convolution interpolation technique into the reconstruction considering multiple scattering and 
to ex.amine its effect. 
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Fig.l Scanering problem in the space domain Fig.2 The object function in the frequency domain 
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(a) Nearest neighbor interpolation 

(b) Bi-linear interpolation 

(c) Cubic convolution interpolation 
Fig.3 The three-dimensional display of reconstructed permittivity 
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(b) Bi~linear interpolation and cubic convolution interpolation 
FigA The vertical cut~view image 
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Fig.S The comparison of MSE 
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